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1. DEFINITIONS1. DEFINITIONS

1.1. Layer Matrix LM1.1. Layer Matrix LM
A layer of vertices located at distance k to the vertex i is defined as: 1-4

(1)

Define the partition of G with respect to i as:

(2)

with ecci being the eccentricity of i (i.e., the largest distance from i to the other 
vertices of G).

{ }kdGVvviG ivk =∈= );()(
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1. DEFINITIONS1. DEFINITIONS
The entries in the layer matrix (of vertex property) LM, is defined as:

(3)

with the most used operation being the summation. The zero column is just the column of vertex 
properties . Any atomic/vertex property can be considered as pi and any square matrix M can be 
taken as info matrix, i.e., the matrix supplying local/vertex properties as row sum RS, column sum
CS or diagonal entries given by the Walk matrix3,4 .

Layer matrix is a collection of the above defined entries:

(4)

with d(G) being the diameter of the graph (i.e., the largest distance in G).
The layer matrix of vertex labeling LLb (see below) is the first layer matrix to be constructed. It 
represents just the graph partitions with respect to all its vertices.
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1. DEFINITIONS1. DEFINITIONS

1.2 Shell Matrix SM1.2 Shell Matrix SM

Define the entries in the shell/layer matrix (of pair vertex property) SM as: 5

(5)

with the most used operation being the summation.
Shell matrix is a collection of the above defined entries:

(6)

The zero column, , in case of zero diagonal square info matrix but any other vertex property 
(written as diagonal entries) can be considered. The above definitions hold in any graph and any 
square matrix.
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1. DEFINITIONS1. DEFINITIONS

•• 1.3. Distance Extended Properties1.3. Distance Extended Properties

•• Any property can be multiplied by distance (topological or genuiAny property can be multiplied by distance (topological or genuine ne 
one) separating vertices in the graph. The way of achieving thisone) separating vertices in the graph. The way of achieving this "extension" "extension" 
is different, function of matrix and operation used. is different, function of matrix and operation used. 

•• The properties of the above defined matrices are The properties of the above defined matrices are examplifiedexamplified on two on two 
graphs:graphs:
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•• The topological descriptors are calculated by the The topological descriptors are calculated by the 
TOPOCLUJ software package 1.0 on the following TOPOCLUJ software package 1.0 on the following 
basic matrices: adjacency, connectivity, distance, 3Dbasic matrices: adjacency, connectivity, distance, 3D--
distance, detour, and four types of distance, detour, and four types of ClujCluj matrices matrices 
(Figure 1).(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Window of the basic matrices calculable by TOPOCLUJ
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• 2.1. Layer Matrix LM Building up2.1. Layer Matrix LM Building up

•• Let build up the Let build up the LLbLLb matrix (Table 1), by using an amended distance matrix (Table 1), by using an amended distance 
matrix, matrix, DLbDLb = = ILbILb + D+ Dee , where , where II is the diagonal unity matrix. The is the diagonal unity matrix. The 
partitioning of Gpartitioning of G11 with respect to its vertices is obtained by collecting the with respect to its vertices is obtained by collecting the 
labeling of vertices located at distance k from the given vertexlabeling of vertices located at distance k from the given vertex i (i (cfcf (1)). (1)). 
Recall that the nonRecall that the non--diagonal entries in the distance matrix diagonal entries in the distance matrix DDee count the count the 
number of edges on the shortest path joining two vertices i and number of edges on the shortest path joining two vertices i and j, while the j, while the 
diagonal entries are zero.diagonal entries are zero.11
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0{1, 5, 6}{2, 4}{3}773321237

{5}{4, 7}{1, 3}{2}636432126

{1, 6}{2, 7}{3}{4}534512345

0{1, 6}{2, 7}{3, 5}423141234

00{1, 5, 6}{2, 4, 7}312213123

0{5}{4, 7}{1, 3, 6}221321212

{5}{4, 7}{3, 6}{2}132432111

43210k7654321

LLbLLb(G1)DLbDLb(G1)

Table 1
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• The most simple and essential is the The most simple and essential is the countingcounting
property (property (i.ei.e., the existence of a vertex in a given ., the existence of a vertex in a given 
position is counted by position is counted by 11, and , and zerozero, otherwise). The , otherwise). The 
corresponding layer matrix corresponding layer matrix LCLC is given in Table 2. is given in Table 2. 
Another example is the layer matrix of Another example is the layer matrix of partial chargespartial charges
LCHLCH, (calculated on , (calculated on GG22).).
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0.610-0.068-0.3080.2090.77624b14712CS⋅1/k

-2.241-1.082-2.7710.8350.77692a16362812CS⋅k

0-0.271-0.9240.4180.776041214127CS

00-0.0480.2010.195-0.3487032117

0-0.223-0.3330.2820.1860.0877122116

00.175-0.1620.1950.015-0.2237221115

000.175-0.162-0.0280.0157022214

000-0.048-0.1470.1957003313

00-0.223-0.3330.3700.1867012312

0-0.223-0.3330.2820.1860.0877122111

RS43210RS43210i ¥ k
LCHLCH(G2 )LCLC(G1)

Table 2

(a) 2x Wiener index W;  (b) 2x Harary index H
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• Note that the rows in Note that the rows in LCLC represent just the vertex represent just the vertex distance distance 
degree sequences degree sequences DDSDDSii ((i.ei.e., the number of vertices located at ., the number of vertices located at 
distance distance kk from from i i ))11 while the column sums while the column sums CSCS represent the represent the 
graph graph DDSDDSkk. . 

•• LCLC is calculated when layer matrix is performed by is calculated when layer matrix is performed by 
TOPOCLUJ with no property is selected (see Figure 2). TOPOCLUJ with no property is selected (see Figure 2). 

•• LCHLCH is calculated by clickingis calculated by clicking on the "on the "atomic chargeatomic charge" in the " in the 
"Properties" second window"Properties" second window..
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Figure 2. Window of layer matrix calculation; properties for 
weighting schemes and topological indices/polynomial as options
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Within TOPOCLUJ program the partial charges are calculated as 
follows:

((8)

(9)
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• In the above relations, In the above relations, SSii,, SSjj represent the represent the Sanderson groupSanderson group
electronegativitieselectronegativities SGESGEss, calculated for the hydride groups (, calculated for the hydride groups (i.ei.e., the heavy ., the heavy 
atoms with their surrounding hydrogen atoms) in the molecule. atoms with their surrounding hydrogen atoms) in the molecule. 

•• The The loglog function provides the function provides the signsign for the for the partial chargepartial charge chchijij, viewed as a , viewed as a 
distance decreasing perturbation (see also ref. 13) of the distance decreasing perturbation (see also ref. 13) of the iithth SGESGE produced produced 
by the atom by the atom jj (see the exponent, where (see the exponent, where ddijij is the Euclidean distance is the Euclidean distance 
separating atoms separating atoms ii and and jj). ). 

•• The The N N xxNN array collecting the entries array collecting the entries chchijij is the is the charge matrixcharge matrix CHCH, whose , whose 
row sums row sums chchii represent the total represent the total partial chargepartial charge on hydride group/atom on hydride group/atom ii in in 
the molecule (column the molecule (column kk = 0 in = 0 in LCHLCH -- Table 2).Table 2).

•• DistanceDistance--extended property sum indicates, in this example, the location oextended property sum indicates, in this example, the location of f 
the negative partial charge on the more eccentric atoms (the negative partial charge on the more eccentric atoms (e.g.e.g., N and O). , N and O). 
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By multiplying CSCS by kk (or 1/1/kk) distance-extended properties are obtained. 
In the above example, Wiener6-8 W and Harary9-11 H indices are thus obtained 
(twice value, in Table 2). 

Reciprocal matrices are calculable by the window "Mathematical operations", 

and next "Reciprocal".
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Topological indicesTopological indices II are calculated as the half sum of the entrieshalf sum of the entries in a square 
matrix (i.e., the matrix supplying the property p) :

(7)

with uu and uuTT being the unity vector (of dimension N, i.e., the number of 

vertices in G) and its transpose, respectively.12

∑
<

⋅⋅⋅==
ji

jiI TuMuM )2/1(][ ,
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• 2.2. LM of Symmetric Square Matrices2.2. LM of Symmetric Square Matrices
•• Layer matrix ofLayer matrix of walk degreeswalk degrees LLeeWW. The walk degree (of . The walk degree (of 

length length ee) equals the row sum in the adjacency matrix ) equals the row sum in the adjacency matrix AA (raised (raised 
at power at power ee). For ). For ee = 1 one recovers the classical = 1 one recovers the classical vertex degreevertex degree
((i.ei.e., vertex ., vertex valencyvalency).).3,43,4

•• Entries in Entries in AA matrix equal matrix equal unityunity when two vertices when two vertices ii and and jj are are 
connected by an edge and connected by an edge and zerozero otherwise.otherwise.

•• The The distance extended propertydistance extended property is now the is now the valencyvalency1414 and the and the 
valencyvalency--distance index was patterned by several authorsdistance index was patterned by several authors12,1512,15--1818

(see footnote, Table 3). In matrix terms, the (see footnote, Table 3). In matrix terms, the Cramer productCramer product
ADADee is calculated.is calculated.
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193.24.524.75610895.22.512.7285245.315.31326CS⋅1/k

626722222241083184011411252142a16485226CS⋅k

187411210851038565226416262612CS

5201420126260896312035317

5241417125262795312134316

5210181284266864212243215

5201018168260688412024424

52001426122600812612003633

52041422122602712512013532

5241417125262795312134311

RS43210RS43210RS43210i ¥ k

LL33WW (G1)LL22WW (G1)LL11WW (G1)

Table 3

(a) 2xI (I = Degree-Distance Index; Ivanciuc, Dobrynin, Schultz, Estrada - see text) 
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• The The walk matrixwalk matrix WW (Figure 3), running the (Figure 3), running the eeWMWM
algorithmalgorithm (Diudea, (Diudea, TopanTopan and Graovacand Graovac44), allows to ), allows to 
elude the raising of a square matrix at a power elude the raising of a square matrix at a power ee. . 

•• It evaluates a (topological) property of a vertex It evaluates a (topological) property of a vertex ii, by , by 
iterative summationiterative summation of the of the first neighborsfirst neighbors
contributionscontributions. . 

•• The algorithm is extended to account for general The algorithm is extended to account for general 
graphs (with loops and multiple bonds):graphs (with loops and multiple bonds):
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eeWMWM algorithmalgorithm

0; ==+ eM
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∑
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MM is any square matrix, is any square matrix, II is the is the unityunity diagonal matrixdiagonal matrix andand
Li Li is the number of is the number of loopsloops attached to the atomattached to the atom ii..

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Figure 3. Window of W matrix calculation (weighted by a chosen property
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eeWMWM algorithmalgorithm
The algorithm starts with the diagonal entries [[eeWWMM]]iiii = 1= 1.. In 
each of the following steps [[eeWWMM]]iiii become the row sums RSRSii of 
the matrix MM raisedraised at a power ee, MMee: 

(14)

They represent walk degreeswalk degrees, ewewMMii , weighted by the property
collected in MM. The sum of all diagonal entries in eeWWMM is twice 
the global graph invariant eWM , called molecular walk countmolecular walk count:

(15)

In the above, MM = AA or CONCON. When MM = DD, then eeWMWM defines
the Wiener number of rank Wiener number of rank ee .27

∑ ==
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• To account for the general graphs, the algorithm needs the To account for the general graphs, the algorithm needs the 
specification of the specification of the atoms bearing loops atoms bearing loops (Figure 4)(Figure 4)

•• . It is input as a binary numbers column under the name . It is input as a binary numbers column under the name 
""apropertyaproperty aloopaloop" in the file of properties "" in the file of properties "name.prpname.prp" provided " provided 
by the by the TOPOCLUJTOPOCLUJ program. program. 

•• In this case, the proper matrix is the connectivity matrix In this case, the proper matrix is the connectivity matrix CONCON, , 
whose nonwhose non--diagonal entries are just the conventional bond diagonal entries are just the conventional bond 
orders: 0, 1, 2, 3 and 1.5, for nonorders: 0, 1, 2, 3 and 1.5, for non--bonding, single, double, bonding, single, double, 
triple and aromatic bonds. triple and aromatic bonds. 

•• If the graph has no loops, the classical If the graph has no loops, the classical eeWWMM algorithm is algorithm is 
recovered recovered 
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Figure 4. Window of  local properties ("aproperty", in a "name.prp" output file)
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Sum of diagonal elements = 22Sum of diagonal elements = 18
400020020002007

010001001000106

005300000330005

003410000341004

200141020014103

010013101001312

000001100000111

L1W (CON_loop(G2))L1W (CON(G2))
Table 4.1.  Walk Count in the general Graph G2

Examples of eeWWMM are given in Tables 4 for G2, once for no loops and next
for loops at atoms 5 and 7 (representing heteroatoms with unshared electrons 
in the loops). The parameter e is 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 4.2Table 4.2

Sum of diagonal elements = 84Sum of diagonal elements = 56

1600020080002007

030001003000106

00223000001230005

0031
9

100003131004

20011510200111103

010016101001612

000001300000131

L2W
(CON_loop(G2))

L2W (CON(G2))
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302.671656.6788142CS⋅1/k

1260b256510352142CS⋅k

92a1415171291015CS-6417017614292aCS

14033212392047229147

1530432129217262410156

173401234923024912175

122310123920302426124

912210129200473693

102132101920172639102

15324321092a17262410151

RS7654321RS43210i ¥ k

De(G1)LDeS(G1)
Table 5

Distance (edge) matrixDistance (edge) matrix DDee
The property in column The property in column kk = 0= 0 is the row sum in the distance matrix is the row sum in the distance matrix RSRS((DDee)) and the and the 
corresponding corresponding LMLM is called is called layer of distance sumlayer of distance sum LDLDeeSS. . 

(a) 2xW; (b) u(DeDe)uT
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• The The distance extended propertydistance extended property is just the is just the 
(topological) (topological) distancedistance. In matrix terms, it means the . In matrix terms, it means the 
Cramer productCramer product DDeeDDee (see footnote (see footnote bb, Table 5 and , Table 5 and 
Figure 5). Figure 5). 

•• Similar calculations cam be performed on the Similar calculations cam be performed on the detour detour 
matrixmatrix ∆∆ee (with the non(with the non--diagonal entries counting the diagonal entries counting the 
number of edges on the number of edges on the longest pathlongest path joining two joining two 
vertices vertices ii and and jj, while the diagonal entries are , while the diagonal entries are 
zero).zero).9,289,28
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Distance and Detour (path) matricesDistance and Detour (path) matrices DDpp and and ∆∆pp

The path-defined distance and detour matrices are calculable by the 

"Combinatorial matrix" command (Figure 5):9

where Np,(i,j) is the number of all internal paths29 of length                      included in the 

path (i,j).
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Figure 5. Window of the basic algebraic matrix operations
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

2.3. LM of 2.3. LM of UnsymmetricUnsymmetric Square MatricesSquare Matrices
An An unsymmetricunsymmetric matrix, say the product matrix matrix, say the product matrix ADADee, can , can 

participate either by its participate either by its RSRS or or CSCS, thus providing two , thus providing two 
different different LMsLMs (Table 6 and below).(Table 6 and below).

Extension by distance is equivalent to the Extension by distance is equivalent to the CramerCramer
multiplicationmultiplication to the leftto the left by by DDee (of the matrix product (of the matrix product ADADee --
see footnote see footnote aa, Table 6)., Table 6).
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543.671160.67154318CS⋅1/k

1656a176546616318CS⋅k

14222242818121424CS44182308318142CS

91221012142032653697

10213210114212354639106

12231012314220483626125

2646222461420204848264

364774347142003274363

39741074341420123556392

10213210114212354639101

RS7654321RS43210i ¥ k

AD(G1)LAD_RS(G1)
Table 6

(a) u(De(ADe)uT

PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICESPROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES
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2.3. LM of 2.3. LM of UnsymmetricUnsymmetric Square Matrices.      Square Matrices.      
Walk operatorWalk operator14,19,2214,19,22 WW(M1,M2,M3)(M1,M2,M3)

It is defined as (see Figure 6):19

where  WM1,i is the walk degreewalk degree of elongation [[MM22]]ijij , of the vertex ii, weighted 
by the property collected in matrix MM11 (i.e., the iith row sum of the matrix MM11, 
raised  to power [MM22]ijij). The diagonal entries are zero. 
This matrix, that mixes three three square matrices, is a  true matrix operatormatrix operator (see 
below).

ijiijiij
ijij RSW ][)])(([][][ 3

][
13,

][
),,(

2
1

2
321

MMMW M
M

M
MMM == (19)
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Figure 6. Window of the Walk operator 
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2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES2. PROPERTIES OF LAYER MATRICES

•• Within the Within the WW((MM11,M,M22,M,M3)3) matrix operator, the matrix operator, the 
HadamardHadamard algebraalgebra works. works. 

•• The The CSCS recovers the recovers the RSRS//CSCS of the corresponding of the corresponding 
CramerCramer matrix product matrix product MM11MM33

•• The The RSRS equals the equals the pairwisepairwise HadamardHadamard product product 
of the two properties collected in of the two properties collected in MM11 and and MM22. . 
The The last result has no correspondencelast result has no correspondence in the in the 
Cramer algebraCramer algebra. . 

•• Examples are given for Examples are given for MM11 = = AA and and MM33 = = DDee in in 
Tables 7 and 8 (see also footnote  Tables 7 and 8 (see also footnote  aa, Table 3). , Table 3). 
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In case of matrix W(M1,1,M3), (with M2 = 1, i.e., the matrix having 
all non-diagonal entries unity) the meaning of their vector sums is 
given22 in eqs. (20) to (22). 

CS(W(M1,1,M3)) = CS(M1M3) 
CS(W(M3,1,M1)) = RS(M1M3) 

RS(W(M1,1,M3)) = RS(W(M3,1,M1)) = RS(M1) •RS(M3)

(20)

(21)

(22)

WW(M1,M2,M3)(M1,M2,M3) matrix operator and the matrix operator and the HadamardHadamard algebraalgebra
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514.331671.33147280CS⋅1/k

1766a256642588280CS⋅k

14222242818121424CSb64214294280142CS

1403321231420475427147

15304321214217384230156

17340123414230442724175

2446202461420304444244

273663036142004768273

3063963031420173857302

15324321014217384230151

RSc7654321RS43210i ¥ k

W(A,1,De)(G1)LW(A,1,De)_RS(G1)
Table 7

(a) u(De(W(A,1,De)))uT;  (b) CS(W(A,1,De)) = CS(ADe);  (c) RS(W(A,1,De)) = RS(A) •RS(De)

Layer Matrices of Layer Matrices of UnsymmetricUnsymmetric WW(M1,M2,M3)(M1,M2,M3)
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461.332689.33134212CS⋅1/k

1968a416804536212CS⋅k

142910122636391
0

CSb104268268212142CSc

14000014001420763212227

150000015014228403614246

170001700014248361218285

240012012001420483640184

279009090142007654123

30010001001
0

1420284060142

150000015014228403614241

RS7654321RS43210i ¥ k

W(De,1,A)(G1)LW(A,1,De)_CS(G1)
Table 8

Layer Matrices of Layer Matrices of UnsymmetricUnsymmetric WW(M1,M2,M3)(M1,M2,M3)

(a) u(De(DeA)uT;   (b) CS(W(De,1,A)) = RS(ADe);   (c) CS(LW(A,1,De)) = CS(L(ADe))
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3. SHELL  MATRICES3. SHELL  MATRICES

•• 3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices
•• Let us consider the behavior of the basic symmetric adjacency Let us consider the behavior of the basic symmetric adjacency 

AA and distance and distance DDee matrices. Since the first matrix is based on matrices. Since the first matrix is based on 
the connectivity relation, the corresponding the connectivity relation, the corresponding SMSM will have only will have only 
one column, one column, 
at at kk = = 11 (along with the non(along with the non--related related kk = = 00 column).column).

SM SM are calculable by TOPOCLUJ, see Figure 7.are calculable by TOPOCLUJ, see Figure 7.
As a general property of As a general property of SMSMss , , RSRS vector equals vector equals RSRS in the in the info info 

matrix matrix MM..
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Figure 7. Window of shell matrix calculation
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4241214121212CS⋅1/k

240c6410856121212CS⋅k

92b16362812712a127CS

14094111000117

15464111000116

17862111000115

12064212000214

9006313000313

10034313000312

15464111000111
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(a) 2x (a) 2x ee;   (b) 2x;   (b) 2xW W ; (c) u(D; (c) u(Dee •• DDee))uuTT

3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices

Table 9Table 9
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3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices3.1.  SM of Basic Square Matrices

•• In case of In case of SDSDee, the , the distance extended propertydistance extended property is is 
again the again the distancedistance but now the extension is equivalent but now the extension is equivalent 
to the to the HadamardHadamard productproduct DDee ·· DDee ..

•• Recall that this kind of matrix product:Recall that this kind of matrix product:2323

[[MMaa ·· MMbb]]ijij = [= [MMaa]]ijij [[MMbb]]ijij , operating within , operating within SMSM
matrices, is matrices, is basically differentbasically different fromfrom the the CramerCramer
algebraalgebra working in case of working in case of LMLM matrices (see above).matrices (see above).

•• The Wiener matrices WThe Wiener matrices Wee and and WWpp are defined only on are defined only on 
trees.trees.24,2524,25 They are calculable as the symmetric They are calculable as the symmetric ClujCluj
matrices (see the next section).matrices (see the next section).
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3. SHELL  MATRICES3. SHELL  MATRICES

•• 3.2.3.2. SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices
•• The The unsymmetricunsymmetric ClujCluj matrix matrix UCJ UCJ isis defined on the distance defined on the distance 

conceptconcept26,2726,27 (for other extensions see refs. (for other extensions see refs. 2828--3131). In trees, its ). In trees, its 
nonnon--diagonal entries count the paths going to diagonal entries count the paths going to jj through through ii, the , the 
number of which equalsnumber of which equals that of that of vertices locatedvertices located closer tocloser to ii than than 
to to jj. It is just the . It is just the cardinalitycardinality of the set of vertices/atoms of the set of vertices/atoms 
obeying such condition; obeying such condition; 

•• Since in cycleSince in cycle--containing graphs more than one path could containing graphs more than one path could 
joinjoin ii and and jj (and thus providing different(and thus providing different sets                 of sets                 of 
vertices, referred to vertices, referred to ii, with respect to the path, with respect to the path the the 
entries will be the maximal cardinality value, over all the pathentries will be the maximal cardinality value, over all the pathss

: : 

kjipiV ),(,

kjip ),(

kjip ),(
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3.2.3.2. SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

{ } ,...2,1,;};{),(),(;);(),(, ==<∈= khijipvipddGVvvV khjvivjipi k
Ι

kij jipi
k

Vmax ),(,
,...2,1

][
=

=UCJ

The diagonal entries are zero. The Cluj matrices are defined in any connected graph
and is worthy to note that they were designed as an extension of the Wiener matrices
(see below).  
Any other property (e.g., a property specifying the chemical nature of vertices) and 
any mathematical operation (other than summation) can be considered in view of 
defining the entries in the Cluj matrices of property.9,39 We limit here to the counting 
property, so that the entries will be integers. 

(23)

(24)
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SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices
The graphThe graph--theoretical theoretical ClujCluj matrices are calculable as "basic matrices are calculable as "basic 
matrices" by matrices" by TOPOCLUJTOPOCLUJ..

63.3315.331542CS⋅1/k

166b16486042CS⋅k

921415171291015CS92a41630427CS

601111116032117

610111116122116

611011116221115

16226022216044814

2864550442800131513

243633306240361512

611111106122111

RS765432143210i ¥ k

UCJ(G1)SUCJ(G1)
Table 10

∑ =
)(

1
Gd

k

(a) 2x Wiener index (a) 2x Wiener index WW;   (b) 2x hyper;   (b) 2x hyper--Wiener index Wiener index WWWW
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SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

•• The column sums in the shell matrix The column sums in the shell matrix SUCJSUCJ represent just the distancerepresent just the distance--
based decomposition of the based decomposition of the ClujCluj property.property.

•• The distanceThe distance--extended property represents extended property represents ClujCluj fragments and the involved fragments and the involved 
equivalent matrix operation is equivalent matrix operation is UCJUCJ •• DDee. Note that the . Note that the HadamardHadamard product product 
is symmetric (is symmetric (i.e.i.e., the same matrix product is obtained by operating both to , the same matrix product is obtained by operating both to 
the left and to right side). the left and to right side). 

•• The The extension by the reciprocal distance is important in modeling inextension by the reciprocal distance is important in modeling intra or tra or 
intermolecular phenomenaintermolecular phenomena, which show decreasing values as distance , which show decreasing values as distance 
between the involving partners increases. between the involving partners increases. 

•• In trees, the In trees, the distance extended distance extended ClujCluj fragmentsfragments equal to the equal to the hyperhyper--Wiener Wiener 
index contributionsindex contributions (see footnote (see footnote bb). ). 

•• Also note that the product Also note that the product 
UCJUCJ •• 3D3DDDee

leads to a leads to a property extended by the Euclidean distanceproperty extended by the Euclidean distance..
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The row sum RSRS and column sum CSCS in UCJUCJ are related to those in the basic 
matrices as:

The RSRS and CSCS in distance extended matrix DD__UCJUCJ are related to the above 
basic matrices, defined for all vertex pairs:

In (25) and (27) WWee and WWpp represent the Wiener matrices defined on edge and 
path, respectively.

Matrices DD__UCJUCJ and DDpp are illustrated in Table 11.

)()( eRSRS WUCJ =

)()( eCSCS DUCJ =

)()_( pRSRS WUCJD =

)()_( pCSCS DUCJD =

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices
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166a25293620121529CS166a25293620121529CS

2506631361403321237

29601063131530432126

366100136101734012345

2036101362846602464

12133101341681050483

1531631013666963062

29631063101532432101

RS7654321RS7654321i

Dp (G1)D_UCJ (G1)
Table 11

(a) 2x hyper(a) 2x hyper--Wiener index Wiener index WWWW

SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices
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SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

•• Despite the different distribution of numbers Despite the different distribution of numbers 
(due to the (due to the reversed meaningreversed meaning: each entry count : each entry count 
the paths going to the paths going to ii through through jj), the ), the CSCS in the in the 
shell matrix shell matrix SUCJSUCJTT of of ClujCluj matrix transpose matrix transpose 
(Table 12) are identical to those in (Table 12) are identical to those in SUCJSUCJ
matrix (which is an expected result). matrix (which is an expected result). 
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63.3315.331542CS⋅1/k

166b16486042CS⋅k

92a6661628246CS92a41630427CS

14011263114035617

15101246115135616

17110653117245615

12111053112024614

911120319003613

10111240110013612

15111246015135611

RS765432143210i 
¥ k

(UCJ)T (G1)S(UCJ)T,(G1)
Table 12

∑ =
)(

1
Gd

k

(a) 2x(a) 2xWW;   (b) 2x;   (b) 2xWWWW

SM of SM of ClujCluj MatricesMatrices
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SimmetricSimmetric ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

The symmetric matrix can be obtained from UCJUCJ matrix by the 
HadamardHadamard productproduct with its transposetranspose:

CJ = UCJ CJ = UCJ •• UCJT (29)

In trees, the following relations hold:

pp WCJCJ ==

ACJWCJ •== pee

(30)

(31)
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SimmetricSimmetric ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

•• TheThe CSCS in the shell matrix in the shell matrix SCJSCJ represent represent 
contributions to the contributions to the hyperhyper--WienerWiener global index (see global index (see --
Table 13 Table 13 -- footnote a ). footnote a ). 

•• The corresponding The corresponding extension by distanceextension by distance is is 
equivalent to equivalent to CJCJpp •• DDee ((andand alsoalso WWpp •• DDee). ). 

•• In cycleIn cycle--containing graphs, containing graphs, no relation existsno relation exists between between 
the the ClujCluj matrices and Wiener matrices (the last ones matrices and Wiener matrices (the last ones 
being not defined in such graphs).being not defined in such graphs).
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124.6716.672592CS⋅1/k

268b166010092CS⋅k

16614151728413615CS166a42050927CS

14011263114035617

15101246115135616

17110653117245615

2822601062280481614

416451001244100132813

3636361206360392412

15111246015135611

RS765432143210i ¥ k

CJ(G1)SCJ(G1)
Table 13

∑ =
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1
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k

SM of Symmetric SM of Symmetric ClujCluj MatricesMatrices

(a) 2x hyper Wiener index (a) 2x hyper Wiener index WWWW;; (b) 2x (b) 2x TratchTratch index index TrTr
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72c4162626CS⋅1/k

338b6414410426CS⋅k

14222242818121424CS142a164852267CS

14033212314094117

15304321215464116

17340123417862115

244620246240128414

273663036270018913

306396303300912912

15324321015464111

RS765432143210i ¥ k

W(A,1,De)(G1)SW(A,1,De)(G1)
Table 14

(a) u(AD(a) u(ADee)u)uTT;   (b) u(A(D;   (b) u(A(Dee ••DDee))u))uTT;  (c) u(A(D;  (c) u(A(Dee ••RDRDee))))uuTT

∑ =
)(

1
Gd

k

Shell matrix of the walk operator Shell matrix of the walk operator WW(A,1,D(A,1,Dee))
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4. INDICES CALCULATED 4. INDICES CALCULATED 
ON  LAYER AND SHELL MATRICESON  LAYER AND SHELL MATRICES

4.1. Indices of centrality, 4.1. Indices of centrality, CC((MM); M = LM/SM:); M = LM/SM:

where eccecc is the maximal distance in G (i.e., maxmaxmaxmax d(i,k)) and ww is a 
weighting factor

[ ]( )
1

1

)/(12
2

)(
−

=
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k

ecck
ikiMC M (32)
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i

iMCwMC )()(
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INDICES CALCULATED INDICES CALCULATED 
ON  LAYER AND SHELL MATRICESON  LAYER AND SHELL MATRICES

4.1. Indices of 4.1. Indices of centrocomplexitycentrocomplexity, , XX((MM); M = LM/SM:); M = LM/SM:

An example given in Table 15, for the layer matrix LCON (with ppii being the 
row sum RSRS in the connectivity matrix CONCON and ww = 1).

(34)

(35)∑=
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iMXwMX )()(
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INDICES CALCULATED INDICES CALCULATED 
ON  LAYER MATRICESON  LAYER MATRICES

21.99781.5349SumSum::

2.47500.2153057427

1.35630.1579365316

3.44520.1711254435

4.75200.2458025744

4.95000.3557005943

3.66300.2312036632

1.35630.1579365311

XiCi
43210i ¥ k

LCON_RS(G2);  w = 1
Table 15
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5. POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 5. POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

The characteristic polynomialcharacteristic polynomial of a matrix is defined (see refs. 9, 40) by 
relation:

with II being the unit matrix of a pertinent order and MM is a square matrix. The 
polynomial rootspolynomial roots are just the eigenvalueseigenvalues of the matrix MM. The string of the 
decreasing values of the eigenvalues is called the spectrumspectrum of MM.
The coefficients ak of the characteristic polynomial (MM = AA, in which case the 
matrix symbol is omitted) of order N are calculable from the graph G on N
vertices:

)](det[),,( GxxMGCh MI −= (36)

kN
k

N

k
xGaxGCh −

=
⋅= ∑ )(),(

0

(37)

5.1. Characteristic Polynomial5.1. Characteristic Polynomial
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POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

•• Relation (37) was discovered independently by Sachs, Relation (37) was discovered independently by Sachs, HararyHarary, , 
MiliMilićć, , SpialterSpialter, , etcetc..99

•• It makes use of the It makes use of the Sachs graphsSachs graphs, contained as , contained as subgraphssubgraphs in in GG..
•• More efficient are the numerical methods of  linear algebra, More efficient are the numerical methods of  linear algebra, 

such as the wellsuch as the well--known recursive algorithms of Le known recursive algorithms of Le VerierVerier, , 
Frame, or Fadeev.Frame, or Fadeev.4040--4242
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POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

A distancedistance property polynomialproperty polynomial was defined13 as:

with                                     and ppii being a vertex property. 
In relation (38), pp((GG,,MM,,kk)) is twice the contribution to the global 
(molecular) property PP((GG)) of the vertex pairs located at distance 
kk to each other, in the graph G. 
The summation runs from zero to dd((GG)), which is the diameterdiameter of 
G or the longest distance in G.

(38)∑
=

⋅=
)(

0
),,(),,,(

Gd

k

kxkMGpxpMGP

∑== i ipGPMGp )()0,,(

5.2. Distance Property Polynomial5.2. Distance Property Polynomial
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POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

•• When the local property When the local property ppii = 1 (= 1 (i.ei.e., the vertex count), ., the vertex count), 
pp((G,kG,k)) denotes the number of pair vertices separated by denotes the number of pair vertices separated by 
distance distance kk in in GG, and the , and the classical Hosoya polynomialclassical Hosoya polynomial4444

(more exactly twice this polynomial) is recovered. In this (more exactly twice this polynomial) is recovered. In this 
case,                   , where case,                   , where NN stands for the number of stands for the number of 
vertices in the hydrogen depleted molecular graph.vertices in the hydrogen depleted molecular graph.

•• The polynomial coefficients The polynomial coefficients pp((G,M,kG,M,k)) are calculable as are calculable as 
the the column sumscolumn sums in the layer matrices in the layer matrices LMLM and and SMSM. . 

•• Thus,                  is written as                 or         Thus,                  is written as                 or         . . 
For example,                      reads: the polynomial of the For example,                      reads: the polynomial of the 
shell of shell of unsymmetricunsymmetric ClujCluj matrix, calculated by partial matrix, calculated by partial 
charges. When charges. When ppii is is 11, it can be omitted. , it can be omitted. 

NGp =)0,(

),,,( xpMGP ),,,( xpLMGP ),,,( xpSMGP

),,,( xchSUCJGP
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POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

1.1. The sum of absolute values of the polynomial coefficientsThe sum of absolute values of the polynomial coefficients
(see the Hosoya's Z-counting polynomial43 and also ref. 45):

2.2. The maximal and minimal values of a spectrumThe maximal and minimal values of a spectrum (see the first eigenvalue of 
A, proposed by Lovasz and Pellikan46 for characterizing the branching of 
a graph, and also ref. 47):

;;

Examples are given in Table 16.

∑=
k

k xGaxGSumP ),(),(

),( xGMaxSpP ),( xGMinSpP

(40)

(41)

5.3. Global Descriptors from Polynomials5.3. Global Descriptors from Polynomials
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POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON 
LAYER MATRICESLAYER MATRICES

33. A distancedistance--extended propertyextended property can be calculated by evaluating 
the first derivative of the polynomial, for xx = 1:

In case ppii = 1, is just the Wiener indexWiener index. 
The property ppii can be taken either as a crude property (i.e., the column zero in 
LM) or within some weighting scheme (i.e., transformed by the sequence: W-
operator WW((MM1,1,MM2,2,MM33), W(M) matrix, LM/SM), as shown above. 
Any square matrix can be used as an info matrixinfo matrix for the layer matrices, thus 
resulting an unlimited number of unlimited number of property polynomialsproperty polynomials.

(39)∑
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=⋅=
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1
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GPDkMGpkpMGP
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991636281276041SumP(G,x)
09411-6.22303321237

46411-3.00630432126

86211-2.00034012345

-0.81306421-1.30923101234

-0.81300631-0.66512210123

-0.04403431-0.43221321012

-0.0444641113.63532432101

Real xi43210kxi

SDSDeeDDee

Table 16. 
Distance Matrix DD, Shell of Distance Matrix SDSD, Polynomials, Roots, MaxSpMaxSpPP(G,x(G,x))

and MinSpMinSpPP(G,x(G,x)),, and SumSumPP(G,x(G,x)) (in bold).

Ch(G,D,x) = x7-120x5-752x4-1840x3-2080x2-1056x-192

P(G,SD,x) = 16x4+36x3+28x2+12x+7

POLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON LAYER MATRICESPOLYNOMIALS CALCULATED ON LAYER MATRICES
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6. 6. ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• SimilaritySimilarity expresses the relatedness of two molecules, with a expresses the relatedness of two molecules, with a 
large number if their molecular descriptions are closely relatedlarge number if their molecular descriptions are closely related
and with a number going to zero in case they are unrelated.and with a number going to zero in case they are unrelated.

•• DissimilarityDissimilarity also expresses the relatedness of two molecules, also expresses the relatedness of two molecules, 
but the but the number goes to zero when their molecular descriptions number goes to zero when their molecular descriptions 
are closely relatedare closely related. . 

•• A dissimilarity measure is the wellA dissimilarity measure is the well--known known chemical distancechemical distance. . 
•• Similarity and dissimilarity are both included in the more Similarity and dissimilarity are both included in the more 

general term general term proximityproximity. Several proximity numbers are known . Several proximity numbers are known 
but we limit here to some more but we limit here to some more utilisedutilised ones.ones.
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Distance indices usually assume a Minkowski metric within an m-dimensional 
space:1,40,41

where x = (x1,x2,...xm) and y = (y1,y2,...ym) are the two structures of m points. Such 
indices are extensively used owing to their geometrical interpretation: 

-when z = 1, the city-block distance (Tanimoto or the Manhattan distance ) 
-when z = 2, the Euclidean distance results. 

(42)
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6.1 Similarity Measures6.1 Similarity Measures
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Similarity MeasuresSimilarity Measures

Similarity indicesSimilarity indices:
1. CarhartCarhart index:4

where  IAk are numbers describing molecule AA and summation runs over all the 
k descriptors taken in work. 
SIM(A,B) takes values from 0.0 (nothing in common) to 1.0  (identity).

(43)
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Similarity MeasuresSimilarity Measures

Similarity indicesSimilarity indices:

2. GoodGood index5,6 (linear form)

taking values in the range [0,1]. 

Considering all the nk descriptors, the index will be:

where wk is the weighting factor for the descriptor k.

(44)
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Similarity MeasuresSimilarity Measures

Similarity indicesSimilarity indices:

3. ClujCluj--SimilSimil Index  Index  (a modiffication of the Good index):

Comercial programs for similarity search: CONCORD (University of Texas at
Austin and TRIPOS Associates), ChemModel (Chemical Design Ltd.), 
ALLADIN , etc.

(46)
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Similarity MeasuresSimilarity Measures

Any proximity measure is a metric if it satisfies the relations: 3

(1) D(x,y) = 0 for x = y;  
(2) D(x,y) = D(y,x) and 

(3) D(x,z) ≤ D(x,y) + D(y,z)

Similarity procedures provide partitioning of sets of molecules into disjointdisjoint

subsetssubsets or clusters based on their similarity.

(47)
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• Similarity searchSimilarity search, using topological descriptors proved to be , using topological descriptors proved to be 
very useful in very useful in mining large databasesmining large databases. . 

•• There exist global properties (i.e., properties involving the There exist global properties (i.e., properties involving the 
whole molecule) that do not need the  whole molecule) that do not need the  specifficationspeciffication of a of a 
substructure responsible for them (in the opposition to some substructure responsible for them (in the opposition to some 
particular biological activities). particular biological activities). 

•• Many Many physicophysico--chemical properties (of industrial importance), chemical properties (of industrial importance), 
such as:  such as:  boiling pointboiling point, , enthalpy of formationenthalpy of formation, , octane numberoctane number, , 
viscosityviscosity, etc. can be estimated by using appropriate , etc. can be estimated by using appropriate 
correlation equationscorrelation equations, calibrated on well, calibrated on well--defined training sets.defined training sets.

•• A property similarity procedure looks for similar molecular A property similarity procedure looks for similar molecular 
descriptors in lists of molecules in a database.descriptors in lists of molecules in a database.

6.2. Similarity Search by 6.2. Similarity Search by ClujCluj--SimilSimil ProgramProgram
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• The software The software ClujCluj--SimilSimil, , RelRel. 1.0. 1.0 is written (in is written (in 
Delphi 4.0 language) for similarity search in large Delphi 4.0 language) for similarity search in large 
databases. databases. 

The Program has  3 modules:The Program has  3 modules:
•• Topological index calculation (Topological index calculation (IndicesIndices))
•• SimilaritatySimilaritaty search (search (SimilSimil))
•• Statistical analysis (Statistical analysis (StatisticsStatistics))
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ClujCluj--SimilSimil ProgramProgram

Figure 8. The main window of the Figure 8. The main window of the ClujCluj--SimilSimil programprogram
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Similarity search by our program, in a set of 100 anthranylic
acids (G3), showing aniinflamatory activity (Table 17):45-47

COOH

NH

X1
X2

X3

X4

X5

G3
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

The biological activitaty A was calculated from the 
Minimal Effective Dose MED (mg/kgbody)  by 
formula:

(48)( ) 4000;/log == kMEDkA
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

1.3010200HHClHH10

1.6021100HHHN(CH3)2H9

1.3010200HHHCOCH3H8

1.903150HHHSO2N(CH3)2H7

1.903150HHHOCH3H6

1.0000400HHHNH2H5

2.204125HHHClH4

1.6021100HHHCH3H3

3.08353.3HHHCF3H2

1.3010200HHHHH1

AobsMEDX5X4X3X2X1Molecule

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

1.3010200HHHHCH320

1.903150HHHHCl19

2.204125HHHC2H5H18

1.903150HHHBrH17

1.6021100HHHOC2H5H16

1.6021100HHHNO2H15

1.6021100HHHSCH3H14

1.903150HHHC3H7H13

2.204125HHHCNH12

1.3010200HHHC4H9H11
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

2.80976.2HHHOCH3CH330

2.87785.3HHHClCH329

2.80976.2HHHN(CH3)2CH328

1.903150HHHNH2CH327

2.80976.2HHHSO2N(CH3)2CH326

3.60211HHHCF3CH325

2.585010.4HHHCH3CH324

1.6021100HHClClH23

1.6021100HHClHCl22

1.0000400HHCH3HH21
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

3.11073.1HHHNO2CH340

3.27982.1HHHClCl39

1.903150HClHClH38

3.11073.1HHHClF37

3.42601.5HHHCNBr36

2.505112.5CH3HHHCl35

1.6021100HCH3HCH3H34

3.11073.1HHHBrBr33

3.39791.6HHHCF3Br32

1.6021100HCF3HCF3H31
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

3.75700.7ClHHSO2N(CH3)2CH350

1.0000400HHCH3HCH349

1.3010200HHCH3CH3H48

1.3010200HCH3HHCH347

1.903150CH3HHHCH346

2.505112.5HClHHCl45

2.80976.2HHHCH3Cl44

3.11073.1ClHHHCl43

3.11073.1HHHC2H5CH342

3.11073.1HHHCNCH341
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

3.39791.6ClHHCNCl60

3.39791.6CH3HHBrCH359

4.12490.3ClHHOCH3Cl58

3.48811.3ClHHSO2N(CH3)2Cl57

1.0000400CH3HCH3HCH356

1.6021100HClCH3ClH55

1.6021100HCH3CH3HCH354

2.204125HCH3HCH3CH353

1.3010200HClClClH52

3.11073.1HClHClCl51
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

4.00000.4CH3HHSCH3CH370

4.00000.4CH3HHCNCH369

2.204125HClHCH3CH368

2.204125CH3HHClNH267

2.505112.5C2H5HHNO2C2H566

3.39791.6CH3HHN(CH3)2CH365

3.64780.9CH3HHCOCH3CH364

3.69900.8ClHHOC2H5Cl63

4.00000.4CH3HHClCH362

3.11073.1ClHHClCH361
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

3.69900.8ClHC2H5HCl80

3.69900.8CH3HHClCl79

2.505112.5ClHHCH3CH378

2.80976.2ClHHNH2CH377

3.90310.5CH3HHSO2N(CH3)2CH376

3.69900.8ClHCF3HCl75

2.204125C2H5HHCOCH3C2H574

2.505112.5C2H5HHSO2N(CH3)2C2H573

2.80976.2CH3HHC3H7CH372

3.39791.6ClHHNO2CH371
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

3.82390.6CH3HHSO2CH3CH390

3.48811.3ClHHNH2CH389

3.39791.6CH3HHC2H5CH388

3.39791.6HCH3HClCH387

3.11073.1CH3HHCH3Cl86

2.80976.2CH3HHCH3CH385

2.204125CH3HHCH3NH284

1.6021100ClHClHCl83

1.3010200HHClClCl82

1.0000400HClClHCl81
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TABLE 17. TABLE 17. 
ANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITYANTHRANYLIC ACIDS WITH ANTIINFLAMATORY ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

1.6021100ClCH3ClCH3CH3100

2.204125ClClClClCl99

3.39791.6ClClHClCl98

1.6021100HClClClCl97

2.505112.5ClHClCH3Cl96

2.505112.5ClHClClCl95

1.6021100CH3CH3HCH3CH394

2.505112.5CH3HClClCl93

3.90310.5CH3HHSOCH3CH392

3.82390.6ClHHN(CH3)2Cl91
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3,3982,6342,728HClHClCH310

2,8102,2902,891HCH3HClCl9

3,6993,4483,161ClHHClCH38

3,3983,4633,625CH3HHN(CH3)2Cl7

3,9034,7593,839CH3HHCNCl6

2,8102,7312,409NH2HHClCH35

3,3982,4573,308CH3HHNO2CH34

3,6994,1564,121CH3HHCF3CH33

3,8243,9253,551ClHHOCH3CH32

1,9032,7842,121CH3HHNH2CH31

CP

AobsAcalcX5X4X3X2X1No.

Table 18. Literature Data:Table 18. Literature Data:4747

The prediction quality by PRECLAV (RThe prediction quality by PRECLAV (R22 = 0.7026, = 0.7026, rrkk = 0,7333) was considered = 0,7333) was considered 
as "good" while those supplied by CODESSA (Ras "good" while those supplied by CODESSA (R22 = 0,4254, = 0,4254, rrkk = 0,6444) = 0,6444) 
as "satisfactory".as "satisfactory".
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• 6.3.6.3. ClujCluj--SimilSimil AlgorithmAlgorithm..4848

•• 1.1. SeparateSeparate the initial set in the initial set in two subsetstwo subsets:: thethe trainingtraining set and theset and the
predictionprediction set. (In our example, the 100 molecules were partitionedset. (In our example, the 100 molecules were partitioned
in 1:1 ratio). in 1:1 ratio). 

•• 2.2. Calculate topological descriptorsCalculate topological descriptors for all molecules of the two sets.for all molecules of the two sets.
•• 3.3. Clustering the training setClustering the training set inin mm (here(here mm = = 44)) clustersclusters, , 
•• withwith optional leadersoptional leaders andand similarity criteriasimilarity criteria, as follows:, as follows:

•• a.a. leader withleader with AAobsobs ~ 1~ 1 (molecule # 5) (molecule # 5) 
•• b.b. leader withleader with AAobsobs ~ 2~ 2 (molecule # 6)(molecule # 6)
•• c.c. leader withleader with AAobsobs ~ 3~ 3 (molecule # 2)(molecule # 2)
•• d.d. leader withleader with AAobsobs ~ 4~ 4 (molecule #70)(molecule #70)

•• A unique A unique chriterionchriterion was used in our example: indexwas used in our example: index DSIDSI..
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• 4. Calculate regression equations4. Calculate regression equations ((mono or mono or bivariatebivariate) ) in the clusters in the clusters 
of training set.of training set.

•• Here, the modeling descriptors were different from the similaritHere, the modeling descriptors were different from the similarity y 
criterion: namely, criterion: namely, ClujCluj indices, centrality indices and composite indices indices, centrality indices and composite indices 
calculated by the aid of Walk Matrix operator. Some of these descalculated by the aid of Walk Matrix operator. Some of these descriptor criptor 
take into account the heteroatom and take into account the heteroatom and multplemultple bond present in molecule. bond present in molecule. 

•• RegressionsRegressions were calculated by were calculated by MATLAB: STATISTIC  TOOLBOX,  MATLAB: STATISTIC  TOOLBOX,  
REGRESS. REGRESS. 

•• 5. Clustering the prediction set5. Clustering the prediction set.. The step 2 is repeated, with the same The step 2 is repeated, with the same 
leaders and similarity criterion as used for the training set.leaders and similarity criterion as used for the training set.

•• 6. Predict the property 6. Predict the property AA by the aid of regression equations, by the aid of regression equations, 
calibrated in step 4.calibrated in step 4.

•• 7. Validate the algorithm7. Validate the algorithm (in case the activity in the predicting set was (in case the activity in the predicting set was 
known).known).

•• Reslts of the application of the above algorithm are given in TaReslts of the application of the above algorithm are given in Tables bles 1919--
22 (only22 (only the prediction stepthe prediction step))..
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Cluster Cluster (a); (a); Leader Leader #5#5.

THE EQUATION USED FOR PREDICTION (TABLE 19) IS THAT CALIBRATED 
IN THE TRAINING CLUSTER (A):

n = 7;  R2 = 0.9991
where CJDiIP and CFDeIP are the theoretical hyper-indices CJDi and CFDe and n is 
the number of structures in the cluster.

6.4. Study of the Case: 6.4. Study of the Case: AntiinflamatoryAntiinflamatory Activity Activity 
of of AnthranylicAnthranylic AcidsAcids

CFDeIPCjDiIPMed pr ⋅⋅+⋅⋅−= −− 33 103.3104.1lg (49)
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

2.8253.280HHHClCl39

1.5401.602HHClClH23

2.2111.602HHClHCl22

1.8661.903HClHClH38

2.8253.111HHHClF37

1.7391.602HHHCH3H3

1.2071.000HHCH3HH21

AcalcAobsX5X4X3X2X1Molecule

Table 19. Prediction in Cluster (a); Leader #5Table 19. Prediction in Cluster (a); Leader #5
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y = 1.2808x - 0.5864
R2 = 0.8759
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The quality of prediction is good (R2 = 0.8759), as can be seen in the plot
Aobs vs. Acalc (Figure 9). This fortunate case, when the activity of the 
structures in the prediction set is known, can be considered the validationvalidation
stepstep of the algorithm.

Figure 9. The plot Aobs vs. Acalc (cf. eq. 49)  
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Cluster (b); Leader #6.

THE EQUATION USED FOR PREDICTION (TABLE 20) IS THAT CALIBRATED 
IN THE TRAINING CLUSTER (B):

n = 8;  R2 = 0.9813

where CCH and XCH are the centrality and centrocomplexity indices, 
respectively, weighted by  the partial chargespartial charges of atoms or of  hydride groups.

Prediction stepPrediction step

(50)XCHCCHMed pr ⋅⋅−⋅= −31065201.69lg
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2.7612.505ClHHCH3CH378

2.1172.204HClHCH3CH368

2.3702.204CH3HHClNH267

1.5641.301HHHCOCH3H8

1.6971.602HHHN(CH3)2H9

1.7781.301HCH3HHCH347

1.9081.903HHHNH2CH327

1.5781.602HHHSCH3H14

AcalcAobsX5X4X3X2X1Molecule

Table 20. Prediction in Cluster (b); Leader #6Table 20. Prediction in Cluster (b); Leader #6

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM
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The quality of prediction is again good (R2 = 0.829 - Figure 10).

Figure 10. The plot Aobs vs. Acalc (cf. eq. 50)  
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Cluster (c); Leader #2.

THE EQUATION USED FOR PREDICTION (TABLE 21) IS THAT CALIBRATED 
IN THE TRAINING CLUSTER (C):

n = 10; R2 = 0.9272
where CJDeIE is the Cluj Detour index (calculated on edges) while WCJDiDiA is the index 
obtained by the matrix operator W(M1,M2,M3) with M1 = CJD (matrix Cluj-Distance),

M2 = Di (distance matrix) and  M3 =  A (adjacency matrix).

Prediction stepPrediction step

(51)
ADiCjDpr WCjDeIEMed ,,

32 104.51046.3lg ⋅⋅−⋅⋅= −−
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Table 21. Prediction in Cluster (c); Leader #2Table 21. Prediction in Cluster (c); Leader #2

Similarity by Similarity by ClujCluj--SimilSimil ProgramProgram

1.1201.301HClClClH52

1.1201.602HClCH3ClH55

3.0612.810ClHHNH2CH377

3.0612.810CH3HHCH3CH385

2.0022.204HCH3HCH3CH353

3.6863.398CH3HHC2H5CH388

3.4723.699ClHC2H5HCl80

2.4512.505ClHClCH3Cl96

2.4512.505CH3HClClCl93

2.4512.505ClHClClCl95

AcalcAobsX5X4X3X2X1Molecule
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The quality of prediction is the best, in our experiment: R2 = 0.9438 (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The plot Aobs vs. Acalc (cf. eq. 51)  
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

Cluster (d); Leader #70.

THE EQUATION USED FOR PREDICTION (TABLE 21) IS THAT CALIBRATED 
IN THE TRAINING CLUSTER (D):

n = 11;  R2 = 0.9596

where CJDeIE is the Cluj Detour index (calculated on edges) while WCJDiDiA is the index 
obtained by the matrix operator W(M1,M2,M3) with M1 = CJD (matrix Cluj-Distance),

M2 = Di (distance matrix) and  M3 =  A (adjacency matrix).

Prediction stepPrediction step

(52)
ADiCjDpr WCjDeIEMed ,,

32 108.41013.3lg ⋅⋅−⋅⋅= −−
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Table 22. Prediction in Cluster (d); Leader #70Table 22. Prediction in Cluster (d); Leader #70

ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

2.2402.204HClHCH3CH368

3.1922.810CH3HHCH3CH385

2.2402.204HCH3HCH3CH353

4.1913.903CH3HHSOCH3CH392

3.3283.084HHHCF3H2

3.8563.111HHHNO2CH340

2.7092.505ClHClCH3Cl95

2.7092.505ClHClCH3Cl96

2.7092.505CH3HClClCl93

3.6333.699ClHC2H5HCl80

3.8264.000CH3HHCNCH369

AcalcAobsX5X4X3X2X1Molecul
e
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The quality of prediction is again good (R2 = 0.8692 - Figure 12)

Figure 12. The plot Aobs vs. Acalc (cf. eq. 52)  

y = 0.9111x + 0.0889
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ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY ACTIVITY PREDICTION BY 
CLUJCLUJ--SIMIL PROGRAMSIMIL PROGRAM

•• A reunion of the above predictions is given A reunion of the above predictions is given 
in Figure 13.  in Figure 13.  

•• The The global correlationglobal correlation : : AA predpred vsvs.  .  A A obsobs is is 
pretty good (pretty good (RR2 2 = 0.8647= 0.8647), in comparison ), in comparison 
to the to the literature dataliterature data ((RR22 < 0.7100< 0.7100).).4747

•• Among the 50 structures in the prediction Among the 50 structures in the prediction 
set set 42 were correctly classified42 were correctly classified. . 
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Figure 13. The plot Aobs vs. Acalc (cf. eqs. 49-52)  
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7. CONCLUSIONS7. CONCLUSIONS

•• Layer matricesLayer matrices have gained a constant interest among the chemical have gained a constant interest among the chemical 
theorists, both in correlating studies and graph discriminating theorists, both in correlating studies and graph discriminating analysis. It is analysis. It is 
noteworthy that the supernoteworthy that the super--index EATI, authored by index EATI, authored by HuHu and Xuand Xu4949 is based is based 
on a layer matrix originating at the on a layer matrix originating at the TOPOGROUP CLUJTOPOGROUP CLUJ. . 

•• The The shell matrix proposed by Randishell matrix proposed by Randićć5050 in 2001 is ain 2001 is a LLeeWW matrix, matrix, published published 
by usby us3,43,4 since 1994since 1994. We recognize here the priority of the Novosibirsk . We recognize here the priority of the Novosibirsk 
group, guided by Skorobogatov.group, guided by Skorobogatov.5151

•• Our Our aimaim was to contribute, along with the wellwas to contribute, along with the well--known commercial known commercial 
programs: CODESSA,programs: CODESSA,5252 MOLCONN Z,MOLCONN Z,5353 DRAGON,DRAGON,5454 TOSS MODETOSS MODE5555

oror POLLY,POLLY,5656 by by TOPOCLUJTOPOCLUJ software packagesoftware package22 (which comes from an (which comes from an 
experience of two decades of our group)experience of two decades of our group)1,571,57 to the increase of use of the to the increase of use of the 
topological descriptors in modeling topological descriptors in modeling physicophysico--chemical and biological chemical and biological 
properties.properties.
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7. CONCLUSIONS7. CONCLUSIONS

•• Description of moleculesDescription of molecules by the aid of by the aid of topological indicestopological indices: DSI, : DSI, ClujCluj ((CjDiCjDi, , 
CjDeCjDe, , CFDiCFDi, , CFDeCFDe), W), W(M1,M2,M3)(M1,M2,M3), indices of centricity and , indices of centricity and centrocomplexitycentrocomplexity
(weighted by partial charges of atoms and hydride groups) (weighted by partial charges of atoms and hydride groups) is adequateis adequate for for 
the main purpose: the the main purpose: the similarity searchsimilarity search andand QSARQSAR..

•• ClusteringClustering by the criterion:by the criterion: DSI (that weights the atom DSI (that weights the atom valencyvalency by group by group 
electronegativitieselectronegativities of Sanderson type) is of Sanderson type) is in agreementin agreement with thewith the
chemical percepts, in the set of chemical percepts, in the set of AnthranylicAnthranylic acidsacids..

•• EcuationsEcuations calibrated within the training set showed calibrated within the training set showed good statisticsgood statistics,, that that 
recommend them for the prediction set.recommend them for the prediction set.
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7. CONCLUSIONS7. CONCLUSIONS

•• The The predicted valuespredicted values for the biological activity of the structures in the for the biological activity of the structures in the 
prediction set are prediction set are pertinentpertinent:: the plot the plot AA predpred vsvs.. AA obsobs
showedshowed aa correlation:correlation: RR22 = 0.8647= 0.8647, which , which overpassedoverpassed the results reported the results reported 
in literature.in literature.99 AAmong the 50 structures in the prediction set 42 were mong the 50 structures in the prediction set 42 were 
correctly classifiedcorrectly classified. . 

•• Our procedure can be useful in Our procedure can be useful in Combinatorial ChemistryCombinatorial Chemistry, for fast , for fast 
clustering, according to the similarity vs. selected leaders, anclustering, according to the similarity vs. selected leaders, and predicting d predicting 
(non(non--measured) molecular properties.measured) molecular properties.
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